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Zaca Mesa is a family-owned and operated winery dedicated to producing distinctive, 
single-vineyard Rhône-style wines on the Central Coast.
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WINE ENTHUSIAST: Santa Barbara County is 2021 Wine Region of the Year
“With a stunning diversity of microclimates, a thriving culinary scene and a small yet cosmopolitan seaside city 
as its cultural core, Santa Barbara County is a wine lover’s paradise... Whether you prefer Chardonnay from 
the Santa Maria Valley, Pinot Noir from the Sta. Rita Hills, Syrah from Ballard Canyon, Sauvignon Blanc from 
the Los Olivos District, Cabernet Sauvignon from Happy Canyon or even Gamay Noir from Alisos Canyon, 
there’s an appellation and grape variety for every palate, thanks to a unique geography of valleys that open 
directly onto the cold Pacific Ocean.

FORBES: Santa Barbara Is The Most Exciting Wine Destination In The U.S.
“But there’s something about Santa Barbara right now that is really occupying its moment, staking claim to 
a confident space where good farming intersects with careful vinification as it taps into the oenological and 
cultural zeitgeist. Santa Barbara is geographically diverse, culinarily astute, and gorgeous in all directions — the 
perfect formula for the wine country we all need right now.”

TRAVEL AND LEISURE: The 50 Best Places to Travel in 2022
#38 Santa Ynez Valley, California
“Two hours from L.A., the Santa Ynez Valley is rural, unassuming, and coming into its own. The region has grown 
grapes for decades and has even made a Hollywood cameo in the movie Sideways. The arrival of newer tasting 
rooms, restaurants, and hotels in recent years has firmly put the area on oenophiles’ and travelers’ radars.”
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Our Vineyard
Nestled up against the majestic San Rafael Mountains, Foxen Canyon Road snakes 
its way through a wild, untouched region. The Santa Ynez Valley AVA is a vast and 
diverse wine region, containing a multitude of climates, soils, grape varietals, and 
vineyard sites.

Positioned 25 miles from the Pacific Ocean, Zaca Mesa Vineyard sits between 
a cool climate and a warm climate. Too cool for most Bordeaux varieties and too 
warm for Burgundian grapes, this “mixed climate” gives the vineyard a unique 
advantage for growing dynamic and well-balanced Rhône grapes.

Zaca Mesa Vineyard sits 1,300 to 1,600 feet in elevation, making it one of the 
highest vineyards in the region. Perched at the highest point on Foxen Canyon 
Road, this elevation gives the vines better exposure to the region’s cool, oceanic 
breezes. It also keeps the grapes above the valley’s early morning fog layer that 
blankets the valley floor in the summer, allowing for temperate mornings with 
cooler late-afternoons and chilly evenings. This unique climatic combination puts 
a distinct fingerprint on Zaca Mesa wines, producing white wines with great natural 
acidity and red wines with both richness and elegance.
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